
The sturdy Zomo 700 NSE flightcase has especially been designed to transport or store two Pioneer XDJ 700 in

addition to a standard 12” mixer like for example a Pioneer DJM-850 or a Allen & Heath Xone 92. As the Pioneer XDJ

700 mediaplayer has evolved to a price-efficient alternative for the high tier Pioneer models and therefore has

become more and more popular amongst Djs, Zomo picked up on this trend and designed a fitting case accordingly.

Since this case features a standard 12” mixer, it is ideal to use in the club or on big stages. As usual, Zomo has taken

care that the case consists of premium grade materials. The external panelling is constructed of 9mm laminated ply wood, reinforced

with sturdy aluminum profiles and nearly indestructible ball corners. The convenient carrying handle allows you to comfortably

transport your case. Zomo Set 700 NSE is not only sturdy, but also an eye-catcher because of its sexy black NSE (Night Style Edition)

design. Sheer genius and totally cool! It’s Zomo! ** The devices in the picture are not included. Please check our shop for separate

offers.
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PRODUCT DETAILS

KEY FEATURES

Professional quality

Pitch black design

Protects from all kind of damages

Resistant ball corners

Extra durable design

Convenient carrying handle

First grad interior padding

Detachable lid

Designed for: 2x Pioneer XDJ 700 Controller + Standard 12”mixer (e.g. Pioneer DJM-850 or A&H Xone 92)

Measurements: (LxWxH)  920 x 490 x 210 mm

Weight: 12,8 kg

Colour: black
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